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Abstract

In this review article, we provide a descriptive analysis of the current state of mobile decision support systems in the healthcare domain based on studies published in the following databases: Business Source Complete, CINAHL, Cochrane library, MEDLINE, PsycINFO, PubMed, ScienceDirect and Web of Science databases. A total of 29 studies were identified and analyzed to understand the current state of development, evaluation efforts, usability and challenges to adoption by patients and care providers. Our aim is to evaluate these systems and identify the key challenges which hinders their widespread adoption. Although, mobile based decision support systems in healthcare context have the potential to improve clinical decision making, the current state with low adoption rate and early stage of development need to be addressed for successful health outcomes.
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Introduction

In the past decade, policy makers and government agencies have called for increasing use of technology in the health care domain, including technologies such as mobile based clinical decision support systems and mobile apps. The use of mobile technology in the healthcare domain is referred to as mobile-health or mHealth and is defined as medical and public health practice supported by mobile devices, such as mobile phones, patient monitoring devices, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and other wireless devices (Bakken et al., 2014).

Decision support systems are interactive computer-based systems to help decision makers use data and models to solve unstructured problems,(Sprague Jr & Carlson, 1982). Traditionally the aim of decision support systems was not to replace the decision makers but to assist them in making decisions in difficult situations involving unstructured or non-routine problems. Computerized clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) are information systems designed to improve clinical decision making (Garg & Adhikari, 2005). Such decision making is often based on strong scientific evidence and research on treatment procedures, often known as evidence based medicine or evidence based treatment. Thus, the aim of CDSS is to present the scientific knowledge and evidence behind the treatment procedure and enable the health care provider to make decisions regarding patient care. Clinical decision support systems are software designed to be a direct aid to clinical decision-making. They match the characteristics of an individual patient with data in a computerized clinical knowledge base and then present patient-specific assessments or recommendations to the clinician or the patient for decision making (Sim et al., 2001). Well designed and implemented CDSS offer many useful decision making features to health care providers, such as, alerts involving medication procedure, suggestions for treatment plans, and reminders for overdue medical tasks. CDSS can provide clinicians, staff, patients
and other individuals with knowledge and person-specific information, intelligently filtered and presented at appropriate times, to enhance health and health care delivery.

One challenge faced by health care providers today is the lack of access to proper and consistent medical and/or patient information at the point of care. Mobile based clinical decision support systems can help in such scenarios by making clinical data and decision support tools available to the care provider in a timely manner and in varying health care settings (Dunsmuir et al., 2014). Thus, portability is a distinguishing feature of such systems. This advantage of mobile based CDSS become even more crucial in resource limited and remote settings.

The aim of this review is to gain insight into the current state of mobile based clinical decision support systems based on published research. Specifically, we address the following research questions in this study:

- What is the current state of maturity of mobile CDSS?
- How effective are these systems in improving clinical outcomes?
- What are the challenges and practical issues faced by users of these systems?

**Literature Review**

Systematic reviews are aimed at identifying, evaluating and summarizing findings on a research topic or a question based on some fixed criteria (Oxman et al., 1994). They differ from tradition reviews by adopting a replicable, scientific and transparent procedure aimed at minimizing biases through extensive literature search of previously published studies (Tranfield, Denyer, & Smart, 2003). Systematic reviews have become increasingly important in the health care domain and are of utmost interest to health care practitioners, researchers and clinicians to remain up to date with their field. Also, such reviews along with meta analyses serves as a breeding ground for advancing future research. Along with meta-analysis studies such reviews act as breeding ground for advancing further research. Systematic reviews are needed to efficiently integrate existing information and to establish whether scientific findings are consistent so as to be generalized among populations, settings and treatment variations (Mulrow, 1994).

As per (Moher et al., 2009), “the value of systematic review depends on what was done, what was found and the clarity of reporting”.

Within the healthcare domain, systematic reviews have been carried out for evaluating health care interventions (Liberati et al., 2009), evaluating diagnostic and screening tests for diseases (Deeks, 2001), on impact of health IT on quality, efficiency and costs of medical care (Chaudhry et al., 2006), on the relationship between clinical experience and quality of health care (Choudhry, Fletcher, & Soumerai, 2005) and on involving patients in planning and development of healthcare (Crawford et al., 2002) among various others. (Martínez-Pérez et al., 2014) carries out a literature and commercial review of mobile clinical decision support systems and applications. Our review is different from their work in many ways: they carried out a review of commercial apps while we didn’t do so; they used only three search terms i.e. mobile AND clinical AND decision AND support for their literature review on only four academic databases while our search criteria is more comprehensive; and finally, their results concentrate more on the commercial review of apps rather than on academic literature, which is the focus of our review.

**Methodology**

We obtained relevant articles published in the following databases: Business Source Complete, CINAHL, Cochrane library, MEDLINE, PsycINFO, PubMed, ScienceDirect and Web of Science. The search was conducted in April 2016 using the following keywords: m-health, mhealth, mobile health, decision support, decision support system, DSS, feedback, reminder, alert, expert system, evidence-based medicine, evidence based medicine. The initial query resulted in 789 articles. Figure 1 presents the flow chart that summarizes the article selection process.
**Results**

**Study Characteristics**

The 29 articles in our study were published between 2005 and 2016 with most articles published during the years 2010 to 2016. The authors of these articles employed a multiplicity of research methods, including, field experiment, lab experiment, survey and focus groups. 9 of the publications that covered design, development and/or evaluation of a system didn’t involve use of human subject (Han, Lee, & Park, 2010; Heslop, Weeding, Dawson, Fisher, & Howard, 2010; Lin, Shao, Zhang, & Fang, 2013; Michalowski & Ph, 2005; Minutolo, Esposito, & Pietro, 2015; Obermeier et al., 2016; Sadasivam & Gathibandhe, 2012; Santos et al., 2016; Varshney, 2014). The remaining 20 used human subjects in a field or lab setting. Of these 20 studies, 8 employed mixed method research methodologies with experiment (in lab setting or remote field setting) followed by survey questionnaire and interview or focus group discussion (Braun et al., 2016; Knoble & Bhusal, 2015; Lim, Cloete, Dunsmuir, Payne, & Scheffer, 2015; Madon, Amaguru, Maleceta, & Michael, 2014; Olivia, Okyere, Kanter, & Bakken, 2014; Palazuelos, Diallo, Palazuelos, Carlile, & Jonathan, 2013; Praveen, Patel, Raghu, Clifford, & Pallab, 2014; Rabbi et al., 2015). One study involved a field experiment followed by survey questionnaire for evaluating usability of the system (Raghu, Praveen, Peiris, Tarassenko, & Clifford, 2015). Another used think aloud exercise with semi-structured...
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interviews and focus group discussions for evaluating usability and feasibility of a decision support tool (Vedanthan et al., 2015).

The articles revealed the use of mobile CDSS aimed at curing, managing and/or predicting the risks of both chronic as well as acute diseases and/or conditions. The chronic diseases or conditions addressed include cardiovascular diseases (Fayn & Rubel, 2010; Minutolo et al., 2015; Praveen et al., 2014; Raghu et al., 2015; Sannino & Pietro, 2014; Santos et al., 2016; Tseng & Wu, 2014; Zhang, Thurow, & Stoll, 2016), cancer (Bruin et al., 2015), tropical diseases (Madon, Amaguru, et al., 2014), hypertension (Vedanthan et al., 2015; Wannenburg & Malekian, 2015), obesity (Bakken et al., 2014), stress management (Han et al., 2010), pre-natal care (Olivia et al., 2014), smoking cessation (Hyun, Sookyunk Nirenberg, Anita Staats, Jo Anne Bakken, 2013), HIV / Aids (Sadasivam & Gathibandhe, 2012) and management of tobacco use (Cato, Hyun, & Bakken, 2014). On the other hand, acute diseases addressed in the articles are acute scrotum or scrotal pain in male adolescents (Michalowski, Farion, Pike, & Rubin, 2005), pre-eclampsia (Dunsmuir et al., 2014; Lim et al., 2015) and infectious / inflammatory diseases of the central nervous system in adolescents (Obermeier et al., 2016).

A word cloud of frequently occurring words is shown in figure 2, where the size of the word reflects its frequency of occurrence. As can be seen, mobile, health, system, data, use, clinical, care, mHealth, support and patient are some of the most frequently occurring words.

![Figure 2 Frequently occurring words in articles under review](image)

The preponderance of words such as proposed, testing, usability, designed and evaluation suggest that design, development and evaluation of mHealth decision support systems is a focal topic of discussion in many articles, thus indicating that many such systems are in their early stages of development. Similarly, terms such as errors and risk in the word cloud signify the importance of risk management and error reduction as topics of research in mobile CDSS.

**Participants**

The age of participants ranged from 2 years for obesity (Bakken et al., 2014) to 77 years for cancer (Bruin et al., 2015). 20 out of the 29 studies involved human subjects, who fall into three groups: patients, healthcare providers (nurses, nurse practitioners, and doctors) and community healthcare workers (CHW). Figure 3 shows the frequency of publication by subject type, where n represents the publication count for the specific group.

![Figure 3 Publication frequency by user groups](image)

The studies using only patient subjects are (Bakken et al., 2014; Bruin et al., 2015; Cato et al., 2014; Fayn & Rubel, 2010; Rabbi et al., 2015; Sannino & Pietro, 2014; Tseng & Wu, 2014; Wannenburg & Malekian, 2015). 5 studies use both patient and community health workers as participants (Braun et al., 2016; Knoble & Bhusal, 2015; Madon, Amaguru, et al., 2014; Olivia et al., 2014; Raghu et al., 2015). 1 study use doctors, community health workers and patients (Praveen et al., 2014), while 2 studies use only nurse participants (Hyun, Sookyunk Nirenberg, Anita Staats, Jo Anne Bakken, 2013; Vedanthan et al., 2015).
and 2 studies uses both nurse and community healthcare workers as participants (Dunsmuir et al., 2014; Lim et al., 2015). Finally 1 study uses volunteer for carrying out lab experiment (Zhang et al., 2016). Thus, nurses and community health workers have an important role to play in adoption and evaluation of these systems.

Surprisingly, none of the studies in our review targeted practitioners as the sole participants. This lack of involvement of practitioners needs further investigation. Furthermore, a preponderance of systems targeted at the patient as the end user suggests that we are moving towards a patient centered decision model.

Training community health workers or nurses on how to use mHealth decision support tool is mentioned in 3 studies (Palazuelos et al., 2013; Raghu et al., 2015; Vedanthan et al., 2015) while 1 study involved imparting training to both community health workers as well as physicians (Praveen et al., 2014). The duration of training varies from a minimum of 1 day to several weeks. 2 studies stress the importance of training after participants found it difficult to use the system (Madon, Olanya, Ntuli, & Michael, 2014; Olivia et al., 2014). Similarly (Braun et al., 2016) emphasizes training as a key for system success. Thus, training is a necessary component for successful adoption and continued usage of mobile CDSS, especially in cases where the user has no prior interaction with mobile technology.

Applications and platforms

Based on the type of applications, the systems fall into three categories: (1) decision support systems (Bruin et al., 2015; Minutolo et al., 2015; Modre-osprian, Pölzl, & Heidt, 2014; Palazuelos et al., 2013; Vedanthan et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016), (2) recommender systems (Palazuelos et al., 2013; Sadasivam & Gathibandhe, 2012), and (3) screening and diagnosis systems (Cato et al., 2014; Han et al., 2010; Hyun, Sookyunk Nirenberg, Anita Staats, Jo Anne Bakken, 2013; Knoble & Bhushal, 2015; Praveen et al., 2014).

The three-dominant mobile application development platforms, namely, Android, iOS, and Windows CE, were represented, although not equally, among studies. Android is the most popular choice among researchers in these studies. 2 studies used both Android and iOS platforms (Lim et al., 2015; Santos et al., 2016), whereas 1 study developed a client app for Windows CE platform (Han et al., 2010). Intelligent personal assistant for remote health care was implemented in 2 studies (Fayn & Rubel, 2010; Santos et al., 2016). Personalized health is the main topic of interest in 1 study (Fayn & Rubel, 2010). Context awareness and remote health monitoring with multiple sensors or body sensor network were main topics of interest in seven studies (Han et al., 2010; Minutolo et al., 2015; Rabbi et al., 2015; Sannino & Pietro, 2014; Santos et al., 2016; Wannenburg & Malekian, 2015; Zhang et al., 2016).

A multitude of underlying technologies were used to support decision support capabilities. Rule based design was the basis of decision support in a majority of studies (Fayn & Rubel, 2010; Michalowski et al., 2005; Minutolo et al., 2015; Praveen et al., 2014; Sadasivam & Gathibandhe, 2012; Sannino & Pietro, 2014; Zhang et al., 2016) whereas tree based,(Dunsmuir et al., 2014) and artificial neural network (Fayn & Rubel, 2010) based decision support systems were used in 1 study each. Cloud based servers, web services and web ontology language (OWL) were also used as development techniques in 3 studies (Lin et al., 2013; Santos et al., 2016; Tseng & Wu, 2014). 2 studies were based on simple mobile based textual tools with no active Internet access but involved data synchronization between the remote mobile client and server depending on network connectivity (Braun et al., 2016; Palazuelos et al., 2013).

Current state of maturity

Many articles under review aimed at evaluating the system either in a controlled lab environment or field setting using outcome parameters such as performance, accuracy, usability, efficacy, effectiveness and feasibility. One study carried out tests for verification of quality of physiological signals acquired by the proposed mobile application from physiological sensors, online activity recognition and alarm reliability of developed system, reliability of short-distance wireless communication, and reliability of remote wireless communication (Zhang et al., 2016). Another study based on body sensor network for mobile health monitoring tested accuracy in measurement of body heart rate, saturation of oxygen, blood pressure and skin temperature (Wannenburg & Malekian, 2015). (Santos et al., 2016) assessed the performance of mobile based system with parameters such as power consumption, accuracy of remote monitoring services and interoperability with other systems via Bluetooth. (Minutolo et al., 2015)
evaluated the effectiveness of proposed remote health monitoring application for monitoring cardiovascular diseases on four different mobile devices in terms of memory usage and response time. (Obermeier et al., 2016) evaluated the accuracy of the underlying machine learning algorithm for the proposed system which intend to classify different infectious and inflammatory diseases among children as aseptic meningitis, encephalitis, myelitis, and acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM) at the point of care. (Bruin et al., 2015) assessed the feasibility of the proposed system via qualitative survey based on a three-month trial period. (Lim et al., 2015; Vedanthan et al., 2015) conducted in-depth usability and feasibility testing of their proposed mobile based decision support system among intended users. In a typical hospital ward setting, enacting mobile wireless infrastructure and associated computing devices comes with their own unique challenges (Heslop et al., 2010).

Above studies not only discuss the need for proper evaluation of mobile based CDSS but also stress that the use of mobile based decision support systems in healthcare setting pose many challenges and face several practical limitations, which must be addressed before their widespread adoption and use. Thus, the field of mobile based DSS is slowly but steadily maturing in terms of satisfying users of these systems. These studies also highlight that adoption, continued usage and assimilation of such systems in daily workflow routines is still an area needing much attention and research from both medical informatics experts as well as system developers.

**Impact on clinical outcomes**

Studies under our review list many potential benefits of mobile clinical decision support systems in improving clinical outcomes. These benefits include reduced medication dosing errors (Palazuelos et al., 2013; Sadasivam & Gathibandhe, 2012; Tseng & Wu, 2014), correct recognition of physiological activities in remote healthcare settings (Zhang et al., 2016), accurate fall detection in real time in remote settings (Santos et al., 2016), reduction in cognitive load on health care professionals (Varshney, 2014), improved personalized physical activity and dietary suggestions (Rabbi et al., 2015), successful identification of medical stress (Wannenburg & Malekian, 2015), increased efficiency of routine work of healthcare workers (Madon, Amaguru, et al., 2014), higher triage accuracy, (Michalowski et al., 2005), correct and accurate classification of disease cases (Obermeier et al., 2016) and better diagnosis (Cato et al., 2014). 2 studies proposed a model or a design which is more effective for providing higher security and better performance (Lin et al., 2013; Varshney, 2014). (Minutolo et al., 2015) implemented a system capable of effective remote health monitoring for cardiovascular disease. Thus, we can infer that these systems have a positive impact on clinical outcomes.

Some studies emphasized the importance of integrating mobile based decision support tool with the workflow of healthcare workers. One study indicated that providing mobile phones to volunteer health workers resulted in increased efficiency of routine work, motivation and self-esteem (Madon, Olanya, et al., 2014). (Raghu et al., 2015) found that clinical decision support tools could be easily integrated into the workflow of healthcare workers. One study found that the inclusion of reminder for nurses to screen tobacco patients and inclusion of guideline based recommendation in mobile DSS applications reduced racial or ethnic disparities in screening (Cato et al., 2014). It also reduced barriers related to time, training and familiarity with resources available for such screening.

Although the studies in our review highlight many positive results due to the use of such systems, none of them relate these outcomes to cost savings and/or impact on mortality rate, which may be explored in future research.

**Challenges and practical considerations**

Some of the challenges and practical issues discussed in the articles under review are: usability issues, issues with acceptability and utility, lack of functionalities and technical issues.

Usability issue with small screen size is mentioned in 2 studies. (Varshney, 2014) highlights difficulty encountered in decision making by practitioners due to small screen size of the mobile device. This study suggests the need to design better user interface for mobile based CDSS to reduce the cognitive load on the user. Similarly (Dunsmuir et al., 2014) mentions entering of patient information through small key
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pad of the mobile device as one of the most time-consuming task while using the system. This study also mentions the high learning curve involved in using small mobile devices since many professionals or healthcare workers lack experience of using smartphones or at least had no prior experience with data collection using mobile applications. Similar concern is also expressed in another article which mentions initial difficulty in learning to navigate the application, missing of certain common patient complaints in the system and inability to save patient information for follow-up visits (Knoble & Bhusal, 2015). Issues with user acceptance and usability are also discussed in other articles (Lim et al., 2015; Mirkovic, Kaufman, & Ruland, 2014; Vedanthan et al., 2015).

Challenges with acceptability and utility have also been highlighted. For example, the need for presenting complex medical information in easily comprehensible manner is mentioned in (Madon, Amaguru, et al., 2014). Another study performed a three-month pilot clinical trial to test the feasibility of the system (Bruin et al., 2015). (Raghu et al., 2015) performs pilot testing on 292 individuals with high risk of cardiovascular diseases for the preliminary acceptability, utility and efficiency of a mobile based point-of-care clinical decision support tool in a limited resource rural setting and found the tool to be feasible for use and easy to be integrated into the existing workflow of healthcare providers.

Lack of useful functionality is also emphasized in some studies. One study mentions the lack of use of mobile CDSS when the use is not mandatory (Knoble & Bhusal, 2015). The primary reasons cited by the health care workers in this study for lack of adoption are lack of time and inadequacy of the system in diagnosing complicated real life cases. A second study also found the functionalities provided by m-health DSS to be too primitive to be useful in most practical real-life scenarios (Vedanthan et al., 2015). The feasibility study carried out in (Vedanthan et al., 2015) demonstrates the need for incorporating several additional features into the system. This study also found that a frequent barrier to usage of tool by nurses is that many consider it as an extra burden when they are already overburdened with the normal workload. Need for enhancing tool functionalities, changes to existing workflow in public health care clinics and their staff, addressing supply chain barriers in medication supply as recommended by the CDSS, use of innovative strategies to improve treatment adherence at the patient side and providing sufficient training to front line health care workers in rural areas have been recommended as critical to widespread adoption of mobile CDSS (Praveen et al., 2014). (Lin et al., 2013) calls for design and implementation of mobile CDSS with privacy preserving capabilities. (Han et al., 2010) stressed the need for enhanced security and reliability, in addition to basic functionalities offered by the system. Technical limitations of mobile based systems such as limited network availability, transmission error detection and learning curve involved while interacting initially with the system were also mentioned (Vedanthan et al., 2015). Another study highlighted practical issues in mobile health domain such as poor cellular signals, bad lighting and frequent work flow interruptions (Olivia et al., 2014).

Thus, as pointed out by the above studies, some of these systems suffer not only from a lack of much needed contextual functionalities but also need enhanced security and privacy features. These are some critical factors hindering the widespread adoption of mobile CDSS.

Behavioral Issues

Several behavioral issues have been identified and discussed in some studies from the perspectives of practitioners, patients and community healthcare workers. One study discusses physician’s perspective on the use of digital tools by patients for making health related decisions and self-medication help (van Mierlo, Fournier, & Fedorak, 2015). Authors in this study found that although the trend of current mobile based clinical decision support tools is towards concordance or shared decision making between physicians and patients, physicians nevertheless prefer digital tools which are regulated and compliant with medical practices where patients still take orders from the medical professionals regarding medication practices.

(Madon, Amaguru, et al., 2014) mentions improvement in self-esteem and motivation of health care workers because of using mobile based decision support system. (Praveen et al., 2014) found an increase in motivation of health care workers to perform cardiovascular screening using mobile platforms in remote rural sites. Similarly (Knoble & Bhusal, 2015) reveals that majority of the patients expressed confidence in the treatment procedure when health workers used mobile based diagnostic tools.

Contrary to above examples of positive behavioral outcomes (Vedanthan et al., 2015) found that some patients felt that tablet based decision support system used by nurses interfered with the emotional
relationship they had with nurses when traditional methods of treatment were used. Nurses in this study also point out that the initial use of the tool slowed down the encounter with patients since nurses had to focus on the device instead of patient, thus missing important non-verbal cues. Despite these issues, the study also found that the nurses felt empowered as the system not only provided recommendations for treatments but also offered justifications for the recommendations.

To summarize, the studies under this systematic review provide mixed results in terms of empowerment of healthcare providers and the dynamics of their relationship with patients. Thus, more studies in this domain are needed to gain further insight into social issues involving the role of mobile-based decision support systems on patient-provider relationship.

Limitations

This review covered only peer reviewed journal articles published in the English language. Thus, the exclusion of non-English language reports as well as working papers and conference proceedings may be considered as a limitation of our research. Furthermore, heterogeneity across study designs, sample sizes and research methodologies didn’t allow us to make direct comparison of all studies. However, we could compare subsets of research reports that shared similar characteristics. Finally, note that the findings of any systematic review depend solely on the scope and quality of included studies. Our review is no exception to this limitation.

Conclusion

In this report, we reviewed 29 journal articles published in the last decade in mobile clinical decision support systems. Some of these studies carried out in resource limited settings suggest that such tools offer a viable option for remote health monitoring of patients. We found that any advantages of such systems must be weighed against usability, feasibility and practical considerations. Hence, the evolving nature of such systems may pose a challenge towards widespread adoption and positive outcomes in near future. Also, the emergence of personalized health systems and mobile health apps is leading to shared decision making, which not only involve community health care workers, nurses and physicians but patients as well. This fresh perspective on contemporary decision support systems in health care setting is altering the traditional view where physicians have been regarded as the sole authority of decision making.
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